Brazil's crypto market is already one of the five largest in the world.

Gartner forecasts that the business value generated by blockchain will grow rapidly, reaching $176 billion by 2025 and $3.1 trillion by 2030.
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Market size


Market perspective

Demand already in place
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Top of funnel – the big picture problem we solve.

40% Average blockchain network deployment cost *

40% infrastructure and post deployment maintenance **

*average budget of Blockchain solutions spent on network development and deployment team
** infrastructure cost of an Enterprise standard corporate Blockchain network, considering maintenance and support staff
Top of funnel – the big picture problem we solve.

- **RISK**
  - Technical capacity
  - Organic growth

- **CAPEX**
  - Licensing
  - Infrastructure

- **TIME**
  - Market opportunity
  - Homologation of new technologies
Result – the big picture problem we solve.

Average blockchain network deployment cost *  
Infrastructure and post deployment maintenance **

CAPEX  →  OPEX

*average budget of Blockchain solutions spent on network development and deployment team
** infrastructure cost of an Enterprise standard corporate Blockchain network, considering maintenance and support staff
Top of funnel – the big picture problem we solve.

Don’t delay your business goals.

Build and managing a enterprise blockchain consortium from scratch delays your business goals and put off your product market fit from months to years.
Middle of funnel – what it takes to do this right.

We delivery value, keeping you focused on your business

This is blockchain governance as service advantage.
Bottom of funnel – how we help.

The platform for enterprise blockchain.

The market innovate quickly on the blockchain space. You need guarantee that your blockchain foundation will respond at the same level. **Constantly. Rapidly. With Safety.**
Thank You!